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Sammy S. Quence(2-9-1996)
 
I've been writing since kindergarten, my style has changed a lot through the
years. Its gone from dark shadows about suicide, to loving life and the things
that matter. As much as my old writings  haunt me, I keep them to remind
myself how far i've come in writing and in my own life.
- Sammy S. Quence
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All Around Us
 
It is something all around us
It's something that most of us don't see
They don't take time to notice it anymore
But it still lives deep within us
We make are world cast it out to nothing
We make it are enemy, when it tries to love us
The world is just so cruel
Let it save us, Teach us, Let it help us
It all around us
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Blood Is My Thirst
 
Black and Red thoughts in my fogged up head
Lying Liar you are, but I can't hear you anymore in my head
Out of all I've done for you
Out of everything I've given up
Drowning out I go, into some other world
 
Is this it?  My fate to just die here?
Stop this and reverse in time
 
My skin is sliced in two
Yes it is bleeding and throbbing
 
The end is very near now
Hold me one last time
It's what I need to live
Red and so bitter, but it gave me life
Stop and look around you
This is my thirst, Blood is my thirst, For my Life
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Count Down To Misery
 
One by one
It all is done
Two by two
We all start to not know what to do
Three by three
The walls come down
Four by four
Now you see that there is no more
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Dead As Can Be
 
I wish I were dead
Wish no more noises in my head
To just lay on the floor
Without being bored
To see a bright light
And that won't be a fright
To walk around being a ghost
And no one will never know
To be surrounded by a pool of blood
And a knife in my hand
That's points to my throat
To know that you cared
And to know that I tried
But this world is to hard
I cant continue on my fight
So I lay on the floor
With the knife in my hand
As I see your face
That is burrowed into your hand
You know that I have tried
And that I must let go.
I don't know why
And I don't know how.
I wish that you will live everyday, like its your last.
And for myself, with this life
I wish I were dead.
These are my words
Don't live for tomorrow
And don't live for yesterday
But don't live for today
Live by the seconds
That love and life offers you by.
So Long, Farewell
Goodbye, and Goodnight.
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Death Waltz
 
After, everyone, has left
Before, the sun comes up, from under the ground
Beyond, the deepest, darkest forest
During, the time that we dance, the death waltz together
Near, the lit up lake, were she screamed to her drowning death
Over, my head, that I don't know, what to do anymore
Past, all of the hard times that I went through, and now making you suffer for it
all
Throughout, my whole life I found comfort here, when I wanted to cry or run
away
Until, you left me, sitting alone, on the top of this hill, holding a knife
Up, to the last second that you are still living, your heart is still beating
With, all the strength still left in my body, I lie down beside you, so that we can
die together
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Dreams Of My Fairytale
 
Im just locked away
Away from my prince charming
Away from you, O love, away from you
Im in the highest tower
Just waiting for you O love
Can you see me? Im up here, waiting for you
Its been a while now, my love
Im still waiting, my love
My hair is longer now
Did you forget about me?
All I can remember is you
And someone eles, but who?
Wait, this whole time i'v said, you O love
Its not been you!
Another week goes by
I hear a horse!
It must be you!
No, it's him, my real prince charming, that cares for me
We go out to dance, gazing in eachothers eyes
Then, I see you again
You stare at me like you've never known me
Thank God, it is over now
Staring into your dark cold eyes
For I am with my real prince charming, now
The soft sun woke me up
Just one more time
I want to say and know he will come for me
Im in the highest tower
Waiting for you O love
Just you, my real true love
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Dry
 
I have a tear in my eye
But you wiped it dry
I am no longer alone
Because now I have you to hold
And I will never again cry
But if you were to die
So would I
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Evil Alone
 
Darkness
Cold, Alone
Death, Depression, Despair
Sin, Wrongness, Murdering, Castout
Evil, Alone
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Forever Be One
 
My Heart goes out to you.
As I think of you, and wish tobe by your side.
Always.
How much longer I ask must this world be like this, that we will be forced and
pushed away.
I wish to be able to see you and hold you.
To know that your in my soul, as much as your on my mind.
In my Heart you are here beside me.
But when I look you are no where to be found.
When will the day come that I will see, that the world will know and it will no
longer be a secret.
When will the day come that we will be accepted for what we are.
I want to be able to live, laugh, and love with you.
For you to always know that I really do carefor you with all of my Heart.
I want to see the day when my Heart has rested because it has found
its true love. I want to meet the one I will commit my life to
always and forever
To see us walk hand in hand, with love in our hearts and mind
this is my wish for our
Hearts to always
and forever be
one.
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Girl In The Corner
 
The cuts, marks, and scars.
We all have different ideas of where they came from and how they got there.
But in the end, you are the only one that knows the truth.
Hello, girl in the corner over there, what's your name?
She uses these things to please herself, to drowned out from the rest of this
world.
It makes her look strong and brave, because it stops her from showing her true
emotions in public.
No one truly knows the pain, frustration, and abuse that she deals with in her so
called perfect life, to the world and people that watch her.
They all can tell you is that she's a good girl, so prim and proper, the most hyper
one, colorful, enjoys helping people, and hates the point to matching.
. But what they can't tell you is what happens, what she does to herself, when
she's all alone, what she really feels everyday when she puts on that fake smile
to greet you.
Only she knows this, cause all you ever see is the perfect, fun loving girl, that's
dancing in front of you.
But pay attention, look at her closely, try to find out more.
You may see that someone is trying to lurk out of the shadows, to reveal there
true self's to me and you.
This may be you, this may be your friends, your neighbor, teacher, or me.
Pay attention to this world and its surrounding at all the time, for every and any
reason.
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Glory To The King
 
With all my heart I sing
I sing with joy of it all
They say Glory to the King
And we all fall
 
We sing in awe for you
We sit at your right hand, next to you, today
You are the one that always knew
I want to be the one to say
I love you
 
Sammy S. Quence
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I Know I Can Do This
 
When I first saw her
I knew, I wanted her
I fought for her, and I won
I know much more is to come
The good times
The bad times
I'll be here for it all
I'll raise her up when she falls
This is all so hard though
So hard
But I love her
I think I could make it
No, not at all
Man, pull yourself and this together
It is just a test
A test, of true love
If you pass, it means you two will last
If you don't, so be it
If you two love
And this love is meant to be
If you pass all the obstacles
And still hold that love
It may be
It may be your true love that you've been searching for
Searching for since you were born
Yes, I know I can do this
And I won't fall
 
Sammy S. Quence
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I Miss You
 
I want to hear your voice
I want to see your face
I want to feel your presence all around me
 
There are no words in the world
To describe how much
I miss you
I feel dead without you here
Where are you?
That is what I ask the stars every night
Before I go to bed
When will he return?
I know in my heart you are there
I want to be near you
I want to be with you
To be able to stare into your eyes
I feel dead
A fish out of water
A spear gone through my heart
Like there is no reason to live anymore
I miss you
I’m slowly dieing
And im just waiting……………………………..
Asking the moon and stars
Where is he?
When will he return?
I got all the time in the world
And I got all the words I ever want to say
But that can come out of my mouth
Are these words you have heard
Since iv been looking for you
I MISS YOU
As my final words
And with all my heart and soul
I dare to say the words that hurt the most
Still longing to see your face
Still longing to hear your voice
To feel your presence
To be able to stare into those eyes
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The most beautiful and true eyes I have ever seen
But im dying
There is not much I can do
With some time still on my hands
And all the words in the world to say
I say the words that hurt the most to say
Because it reminds me im not near you
And you are not near me
So as I say these final words
I say them with all the feeling in my heart
With all the feeling I still have for this world I am about to abandon
I MISS YOU
 
 
Now I lay me down to sleep,
I pray the Lord my soul to keep;
Should I die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take.
 
Sammy S. Quence
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I Used To Be Someone
 
I used to Love
But now I'm Broken
I used to Dance
But now I Sing
I used to Laugh
But now I Cry
I used to be Independent
But now I'm Lost
I used to be in the Light
But now I'm in the Dark
I used to walk Beside You
But now I Walk Alone
I used to be Something
But now I'm Nothing
I used to have a Home
But now I'm Homeless
I used to be in your Arms
But now I try to comfort Myself
I used to be in your Heart
But now I'm not even on your Mind
I used to know where to Go
But now I'm so Lost
I used to believe I was Beautiful
But now I don't know what to Believe
I used to Laugh
But now I Cry
I used to Love
But now I'm Broken
I used to be Someone
 
      Love, Broken, Dance, Sing, Laugh, Cry, Independent, Lost, Light, Dark, You,
Alone, Something, Nothing, Home,
Homeless, Arms, Myself, Heart, Mind, Go, Lost, Beautiful, Believe, Laugh, Cry,
Love, Broken, Someone.
 
Sammy S. Quence
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In The Moon
 
It's a place where no light is seen
Cold and chills with the fright from it
There is a loud sound from an animal, by the moon
 
Sammy S. Quence
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I'Ve Seen The Man
 
I've seen the man
The man they all talk about
The man they laugh with
I've seen the man
The man they want to be with
The man they want to be a part of
I've seen the man
The man that they all love
The man that they all joke about, and with
They say, I want to be with that man
The day comes, they are with that man
She loves the man
And she knows the man loves her
It gets to the day that she does not know
If the man still loves her back
One day the man moves one
And she has to, too
She thinks about the man she once knew as a friend
And she sees it is all gone
She say 'It is hard to be the same kind of friend'
And she realized
'Love last better as friendship'
So to the man that broke my heart
But I also broke for not realizing this before
I Love you with all my heart
As a friend
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Mercy Please
 
I lye here staring
At the one thing that can help
Its up in the sky
While I'm down on the ground
Save me before I die
 
Sammy S. Quence
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My Blood
 
Sounds like a scream for help
followed by a long silence
Feels like a sharp wrenching pain at my wrists
that is flowing to my head
Tastes like nickels and money
I must be so rich now
Looks so red I know I must be dead
just lying alone in my bed
Smells so victorious and well
I just won the lotto a million times again
As I lie here in the pool of goodness
So red and beautiful
So tasteful it supplies my needs
So strong and overpowering
So wet and sticky
So much dripping
Its hell
My Blood, I tell you
Its all so well
Blood
 
Sammy S. Quence
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My Promise To You And Me Forever
 
If I knew, how and Why
Then I would, have Tried
And I would, have sucseeded, already.
But I guess, I just don't know that
One day I'll be running back to find you
Hoping that you'll accept me back, again.
But if you don't, I won't give up trying
You can find me where we first met.
I'll be sitting there waiting for you
In till I die from being lonley
Or the world just comes to an end
But my heart and soul will always be with you.
Till the day that I die and burn away to nothing
I will always be trying to find you again.
Always keeping your memory and spirit alive.
One day I'll find the answer
And I'll be running back to find you.
Hoping that you'll accept me back
But if you don't, I won't give up on you
You can find me where we first met each other.
I'll be sitting there till you return to me
Till I die from being too lonley
Or the world just comes to an end forever
Till the day that I die and burn away
I will always be trying to find you again.
But my heart and soul will always be with you, forever.
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Never Fail To Fall
 
I wish this feeling will never fade away
I wish that we could just fly away today
And come back some other day
When all is well and perfect for once in my life
I wish that the sun would shine
I wish that we could just sit in one spot forever
And all will be lost in our minds
The world has tried to teach us
But it failed, for all we know, is Love
I wish that this feeling will never be gone
To just sit here and lay in the sun
I wish that we can always be one
I wish with us to never fail or fall
But to rise above the world with you
I wish that we would never die
I wish we will always be side by side
For this privilege is the greatest in the world for me
When we die, we will always be one
Because there is no way I could complete anyone but you
And no one that could complete me as you do
 
Some say not to waste your time falling in love
Some say never fail not to fall in love
 
I wish and hope you follow your heart on this one
 
If you fall, I will pick you up again
I will never fail, to love you with all my heart
This is unfailing love to me
 
Sammy S. Quence
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No More
 
One by one
It is all done
Two by two
We all start to not know what to do
Three by three
The walls will come down
Four by four
We now see that their is no more of this world
 
Sammy S. Quence
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One Way Avenue
 
Their say, is so different from ours
For, if it were, up to us
There would be no up or down
Not this side or another
But one way
Either we all rise up together
Or we fall down as one, Holding each other up, on the cliff that we'll hang from
This way the world would be equal in weight to bear
In pain, in joy, peace, or in love. Rain or Shine
So that we may truly know what it means to depend on a person
To be one in the mind, soul, and in the heart.
To know and see the influences that we have on other peoples lives.
But to make it so we ourselves, stay what we are, ourselves.
One way to freedom. One way to peace. Only one way. But no war.
This is the Heartland, were the sun always shines, and the wind always blows.
This is my America, my Japan, Canada, and Australia.
It's were my heart and mind are. It is were you are, too.
This is the One way land. Our One way world.
Perfection and Peace, just like the beginning.
There ways are so different from ours in this world.
They told us to go, because they could not stand us.
Nor could they lock us up and throw away the key. They had no power or rights
over us.
They could not bear to touch us. So they just kicked us out.
We made our own worlds, were everyone could find some love and a home.
We put up are own One way signs in there street as are protest.
They could not contain us, or stop us. They could not get us to shut up, or back
down.
They took down our signs, but we just put them back in this world.
We still, once and awhile put up our signs just to remember.
And to remind the world, what and how it used to be before all of this
destruction.
Just One Way, but so different in our own ways.
 
Sammy S. Quence
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One-100 To One
 
A cat has 9 lives
A dog has 7
A wolf has 12 lives
A squirrel has 5
A turtle has 3 lives
A panda has 100
But you only have one life
So live it to your fullest everyday
Smile, Live, Dance, Peace, Love, Faith, Laugh, Hope, Courage
Cookies n' Creamed Pie for Two
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Our Evenings Together
 
I always wait for the evenings just so we can take a walk together.
Me holding your hand and you holding mine.
As we walk down in the sunlight to try to stay next to you
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Our Hearts Will Always Be One
 
Up to the highest tower
Down to the lowest soul
Through out every town, big or small
Until the day I die
Past the future and eternity
By you I will stand
With you I will always be
Beside you I will live
For I will lie if I have to, just to stay with you
After all passes and fades away
By you and beside you I will always be, to lay down with you
Across from you I will be forever and ever
For our hearts will always be one
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Our Time
 
The time when it comes
The time when it goes
When I'm trying to find out what to do about you
I sit in this sun and lye beside you, if only I knew
Well our time flies by on its own so soon
So now I must say goodbye
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Rain, Soul, Peace, Home
 
Blue is the color of the rain
While it's still up high in the midnight sky
Blue is the color of my soul
After it dies and passes away
Blue is the color of my skin and lips
After I died from suffocation
Blue is the color of the skies above us
Blue is the color of the seas around us
Blue is the color of the tears that I cry for you
Blue is the color that I call peace
Blue is the color that I call home
Blue is what makes us different from each other
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Soul Crusher, Lover, Killer
 
I’m just the girl who goes around watching her back
There trying to choke and kill
And yet no one believes
They could curl around your neck
But if I told you
You would let it happen
Not believing me
Its got you where you are now
Listen
I’m just the girl talking to the wind
Talking to the rain
To the shadows and the walls
There everywhere around us
Be quiet and you can hear
The sick laughs
The screams of the souls they’re dragging down with them
They can speak to you
Just pay attention
Its not your continence
Its so much sicker
And I can speak to them
Just try it
They hate the beauty of nature
But they love being around people
They fell they can catch more souls with people around
And they fell like they can they can turn the world against you
Right there
Don’t be afraid
For when you know their there
And you’re not scared
There afraid of you and all nature surrounding you
They love the dark
And love being alone with you
They can have there way with you
And sink more into your mind and soul
But never let them sink into your heart
That’s their goal
For all
Get to your heart
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And you lose this game
You lost the fight
 
But wait
To you im the crazy one
The one that does not see
The one that does not feel
The one that does not care
 
I’m just the girl in the corner
All alone
Just waiting for the world to see
See something deadly
Its been pulling us down
For years
At least the years they let us live
It makes it hard for all
Hard to breath
Hard to move
Hard to live
They’re all around us
There creeping in each shadow
 
They live through are souls
And are souls are burdened with there pain
 
The ones that live to worn people about these creatures
Are often thrown out
The are all ways being called names
They have a hard life
But the people that don’t see…
 
I only have one
He comes most of the time when I’m sad
He was formed from love
The love I finally gained back
Deadly Love
He hates it
He wants me to love him
But I can’t
When I tell him that
He begins to flirt with me
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He begins to sink into my soul
Choking me
He says out of love and hate
He will kill me
In a way he like a brother
Like someone Iv known
I don’t know how to respond
To him
Or myself
 
My friend
He’s got one too
Now I fear for his life more than ever
And I don’t have the guts to tell him why
I wonder if he thinks
I’m crazy
I know that’s what everyone else thinks and says
 
Her name is Bella
She is so beautiful
I fist saw her at lunch
She reminds me of a fairytale
But I must remind myself why she is here
To turn everything around
Get to my dear friends soul and mind
He must not be foolish
 
 
I feel like these are little fazes that I go through
Believing and seeing for a while
And then it all goes away like it never happened
I don’t know what to believe anymore
Is my mind playing games with me
Or is this all real
Am I going crazy?
How bout going insane
 
I know his name now
The one that haunts me
Sergio
I have learned to act
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The Rain, O Lord, One More Time Let Me Hear You
Say
 
The rain falls down on me
O lord, just one more time let me hear you say
My heart and soul pours open
The stars and the moon
The dignity and respect they show
We bow down and sing
The trees and fields
They blow and sway in the wind from above high
 
Sammy S. Quence
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The Vain Of Blood
 
Red is the color of hearts
Though some of them are very dark
Red as the wine
That we sit here and drink tonight
Red as a rose
Well at least it was red till I touched it, and it turned black
 
Sammy S. Quence
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The Wings And A Feather
 
I lye here looking
at the one thing that can help me
Its up in the tree
While one is down on the ground
 
I lye here staring
at the one thing that can help
Its up in the sky
While I am down on the ground
Save me before I die
 
The wings and a feather
Its what flies up high
Sounding one last screech before death
 
Sammy S. Quence
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This Is My Summerland
 
There is a time and a place
When the sun hits the earth just right
And where spirits fly as free as a bird
When there is a peace, quiet, and harmony
And all relationships last forever and ever
No cruel words are ever said
And all life comes to a spirit of dead
Everything just melts into the eath as one
This is my Summerland, dreams of fantasy
Nothing but peace and love exists here
This is, where my heart and mind live
All the worries, and cares in the world, release and fly away
This is my dreamland, home of the free, and truley brave
It's a place that I can have true shelter
It's a place where I can lay my head down at night, and feel safe
This place is a dream, a wonderland for many
But for some, they can acually find it in this world
Just as long as we look hard enough for it
While keeping it our secret away from the world
This is my true Summerland
Where everything I love is not so far away after all
Peace, quiet, and harmoney
All life is a spirit of dead
This is my one and only true home
This is my Summerland
Forever
 
Sammy S. Quence
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This Is Your Legacy
 
This is our legacy
This is what we live by
Our hearts, minds, and actions live on forever by this
What we leave on this earth for people to remember us by
After we are gone and have died
I want people to remember me for the love I gave
I want people to remembered for something noble and successful that helped
When people remember me, I want them to remember you too
This is our Legacy
The one thing that actually matters on this earth
The rule of life to live by
Our Legacy
The story of our life
What we stand for
Believe in
This is my Legacy
My life story
How I want people to remember me
Well this is your time
What is your Legacy?
What is your life story?
The world is listening to you
Go ahead and say what you live for
How do you want people to remember you by?
This is the story of your life
Take notes, and write it yourself
Either you can define yourself
Or let others define you
This is your Legacy
Live it well for all its worth
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Time Time Time
 
Cause time cant make things better
 Cause time cant make things right
Cause time cant change are past    
 
I’ll keep holding on, Being strong, for you   
I’ll keep being strong, seeing through, for you  
Cause time cant make things better
Cause time cant make things right
Cause with time you never know better
Cause time cant make a change
Cause with time we cant complain      
I’ll hold on to you with all the time in the world
If time could give that time back with you again
Oh how id be true to you
oh how id hold you     in my arms
But time cant make things better
Cause time cant make things right
Say id hold you from now in till forever tonight
Yah tonight
But cant make things better
No time cant make things right
If with time we only knew better and make it right
Cause time we cant change
 
But time cant make things better
Cause time cant make things right
Say id hold you from now in till forever tonight
Yah tonight
But cant make things better
No time cant make things right
If with time we only knew better and make it right
Cause time we cant change
Cause with time we cant complain
I’ll hold to you forever
I’ll make it seem better
I’LL keep holding on being strong for you
Ill keep holding on seeing through for you
And I’ll hold you in my arms
Will dance under the moon
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Baby I promise you will be together real soon
I got time on my hands Time on my hand
I give it all away to see you again
Just to see you again
In the futures of time
Time time
 
Sammy S. Quence
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What Is Death To You?
 
Those who see death
know the Horror of its sight
Those who meet death
tend to fall upon mystical places
Those who seek death
hear the wailing of black laughter
Those who beat death
see diffrently how things had just been
What is Death to you?
 
Sammy S. Quence
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What Is The Point To You?
 
What is the point to Loving
My Love, My Life
Is so lost right now
I just sit here alone
and cry in pain
 
Sammy S. Quence
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What She Means To Me
 
She's my girl
She's my love
She was sent from heaven above
She's my angel
She's my moon
She's my sunlit afternoon
She's to die for
She's to cry for
She's worth everything to me
She's my silver
She's my gold
She's my shining pearl in dark, stormy weather
She's my wild thing
She's my mild thing
She lights up the room
She's my joy
She's my spirit
She's the air I breath
She's this
She's that
She's everything to me
She's more than I can imagine
She's more than I can phathom
She's the worlds treasures in all
She's my dream at night
She's my day dream in the morning
How can I get my mind off it all?
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Will You Still Be Wiling To Come Here With Me
Tonight?
 
Come into this place with me
Were all is so dark and cold
There is nature all around us here.
Crawling, swimming, flying, and just growing up in the ground.
Oh, did I mention that many spirits like to hang out here
The is a surprise waiting for you, every step you take
You could say Come out of the shadows
that it's haunted, or you could say it was just the wind
What is this place to you?  Can you make sure to come here alone, but tell the
others?
We will take your life, in exchange to come and live here.
Blood shot eyes stare between every lurking corner that you pass.
Midnight is a joy, come join me by the fire, as we tell each other stories.
Then you will see why we say all these 'scary' stories are true, or are going to
end up being true.
Sorry, about being so cruel, but being so is, very favored here over pretty petty
petite polite manners.
Burns, cuts, and burses have already covered, and taken over your whole entire
body.
Sell your soul to us, and well let you in, to play and party around in our
wonderful wonderland.
Why I love it here, I just don't know. Why people come here you ask, Well to
have the 'joy' of life
See those eyes over there. Those are piercing through your soul right now.
Do you feel it, over all the other pain you feel right now in, and on, your broken
bones and body.
We're all freaks here, so it doesn't matter to us how you are. Wait I'll take that
back!
If you don't fit in one way or another, well find a way to make you become one of
us!
We are seekers, to get you to come to us as we dwell on your hope, dreams,
achievements, anything you got.
But blame yourselves, you are the followers to this land. This place of famish,
pain, blood.
War, fires, and non stop torture and screaming. My home I call it. But you, you
probably call it your hell.
Come with me into this place, were all is so dark and cold. Are you still willing to
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come along and enjoy the ride?
 
Sammy S. Quence
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Wolf In The Moon
 
A whisper in the dark
As cold as the night
Be cautious, even though it's only a little fright
In the valley, in there, you witnessed a fight
But be still, I promise you, my one it will be all right
 
Tonight I see a face of a wolf in the moon
I hear him, howling and growling
I know that my destiny will come soon
In the distance I hear a child pouting
Save me now, while you can.
 
Sammy S. Quence
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You Make Me Cry, When I Look Into Your Eyes, Why?
 
When I see that face of an angel
Just staring at me from near or far
I start to smile, inside and out
But then, behind the face of that angel
I can see the pain and the misery
The confusion and the weakness
I can see it in your eyes
Trying to hid the feelings where there never found
Just as a lost soul, trying to hid and keep to its self away from the others
If I could do something
To make that look in your eyes go away for good
I would do it in a heartbeat, as fast as a snap
But I know what I did
That gave your eyes that sad look
That gave them that cold dread of life in them
And if I could change things now I would
Not for feeling guilty or bad
But because I care more than I think
I know I made a big mistake letting you go
If I didn’t still care about you with all my heart
I would learn how to live with the look of pain in your eyes
I could go around to find someone to be with again
But it’s because I still care about you
I cry when I look into to your eyes
When I see all I did to you, all the pain I caused you
I cry when I look at a face of an angel
I cry when I look into your eyes
I cry because I know I still care for you
I cry.......  why I ask you?
I cry...... why I ask you?
I cry..... why I ask myself?
I cry when I look into your eyes
I cry when I remember what I have done to you
I cry when I know that I still love you
Why…. Why…. Why? ? ?
Look at me in the eyes
and say the unspoken that needs to be
Before its all to late, and we forget it all mattered.....
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Sammy S. Quence
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You Will Be Safe
 
Rains will pour down
And we will be safe in the shelter, as the rains pound
Waves will crash around
But we will be safe up on the shore, as it calms down
Clouds will rage
But we will be safe under the sun, where all is beige
Storms will race in
But I will run after you, so you do not drift away from me
In my arms you will always be safe
And always loved
 
Sammy S. Quence
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